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Race Relations On Campus: How Columbia Fares
By Barry Sorkin
Staff Writer

Photo by LAura Stoecker
Students of all ethnicities interact in the melting pot that is Columbia. Faculty here say that racism
is less prevalent at Columbia than at other institutions.

Whi le
racial
te nsion
divides college campuses
across the country, Co lumbia
provides its students with a
relatively comfortab le and
safe forum for human interaction and c ultural growth, say
those who teac h and study
here.
"There has been a long hi storical traditi on of exclusion
in academic circles," said
Dominic Pacyga, an instructor
in Liberal Education.
At many of this country's
major uni vers iti es, it seems
that race fights, overt bigotry
and severe segregation are
still the norm.
Colu mbia
African
American students Armani
Gold a nd James Champion
recall their experiences at
Southern Illinois University a t
Carbondale. " It [racism] was

so [preva lent] that you could
always just feel it in the air,
even if you never had a confrontation. There we re a lot of
race fights down there. " said
Champion.
Gold remembered throwing
a party at SJU when a truck
full of white students drove by
"calling us
'If you don't

n 1 g g e r s know what
and even this place is
try:ng to about the
h;~ .. peo- minute you
P in hi s walk in the
1 9 9 4 door, then
b 0 0 k maybe you
Divided don't belong
we Fall, here.'
a u t h o r Dominic
H a y n e s Pac yga
J ohnson _ __::..::..._ _ __
notes that "the greatest [racial)
difficulties are felt on college
campuses, w here pressures for
pol itical and ideological con-

R ace, see page 2

Where Do Those 'Class Fees' Go Anyway?
Answers Remain Fuzzy
By Bill Jordan
SlllffWriter

Inevitably, each semester after registration, countless Columbia College students
gaze at their fresh, new class schedules and
ask the person nearest to them , " Hey what are
these class fees for?"
Unfortunately, that person probably doesn't know the answer either.
Except for a brief paragraph in the student
handbook stating that fees are charged "in
those courses for which an unusual expense is
anticipated," there is nothing that explains
where fees go or how they are determined.
According to Columbia's Vice-President
of Finance, Mike DeSalle, class fees are like
tuition. "They are recorded in the record
books as income for the college, just like
tuition income and gift income are," said
DeSalle. " But they are spent on classroom

supplies and services such as guest speakers."
Because of the way Columbia charges
tuition - a flat per-credi t-hour rate - fees
are necessary to compensate for variance in
different classes' suppl y costs. " It's a way of
equalizing the fact that some classes cost
more tha11. others," said DeSalle. "Other colleges handle it by charging different tuition
for different majors."
According to DeSalle, the highest class
fees, around $400, are for classes requiring
more expensive supplies, such as film and
photography. " In some film classes they use
rolls and rolls of film. That can be very
expensive. In classes that usc computers,
maintenance and paper are needed."
In other classes, such as English, where little equipment is used, class fees can be as low
as $5. In these classes, the money is spent on
paper and other inexpensive materials.
But some, like :hird semester stude nt
Sotiris Fanou, believe they were charged
unfairly for materials. " I personally feel that

class fees are too high. In one fi lm class I
think I was charged more for film than it was
worth. They should at least explain where the
class fees go."
Other students, such as second year student Melissa Hayes....4ren 't so concerned. "I
assumed they were for the class, art supplies
or something. I' ve never paid much attention
to it."
The exact figure charged is determined by
the instructor along with the department
chairperson. According to DeSalle. the only
time exceptions wou ld occur is if a class is
cancelled.
"Class fees are already set for the spring
semester," said DeSalle. "So, if an instructor
scheduled to teach in the spri ng was for some
reason not able to, the class fee would remain
the same for the new instructor."
If the money is not spent by the new
instructor, it would remain in the college's
coffers.

Lambda Celebrates Coming Out Day
By Cristin Monti

queer and we 're fabulous!"
" It's a day where we can celebrate, and where we can show
" Knowing that you'd rather be other people that there are gays,
hated for what you are than loved lesbians and bisexuals in the
for what you are not is the crux of community,"
sai d
John
the coming out process," said Dimitriou, Lambda Force coKathy Johnson in a lecture to a president, of National Coming
dozen or so members of Lambda Out Day. " It raises awareness on
Force, Columbia College's gay, campus that there are people
lesbian, and bisexual student other than those in your own
organization on National Coming group that exist. It 's not just a
Out Day, Oct. I I.
heterosexual world."
J ohnson, a speaker service
Lambda Force is a Columbia
volunteer for Horizons, a gay organization that promotes a poscommunity service organization itive atmosphere for sexual orienin Chicago, met with the group in tati on. Members include gays,
the 1-!okin Hali .During a one- lesbians, bisexuals, transgenders
hour presentation, she shared her and allies.
own coming out experience and
" Lambda Force is not strictly
di scussed the advantages of a white male group. A lot of peobeing out.
ple are bisexual, and there are
"Coming out is going through some lesbians. There are African
a process of self-acceptance. Americans, Latinos, Asians, and
Integrating lives is the essence of people that are bi-racial," said
what self-acceptance really is, . Dimitriou.
and connecting with other people
Lambda Force provides a
is the one thing that will help a buffer for the challenges and
person's self-esteem," Johnson pressures that gay students face
said.
every day, said group members.
After
the
presentation,
" ! just moved here from
Lambda Force members marched Montana. I really don't know
around campus, passed out fliers anybody and 1 want to make
and chanted, "We're here, we' re friends," said Ben Erickson, a 19Staff Writer

year-o ld fi lm major who has
attended two mee ti ngs this
semester. "At the meetings, I
know 1 can be myself. and 1 don't
have to put up any fronts or withhold any information about who I
am."
Erickson, who has already
come out to his family and
friends, believes that as more
gays, lesbians and bisexuals
come out. it will become easier
for others to do the same.
"As more people come out. it
creates a domino effect. It educates those around them and
destroys ignorance. That, in turn,
puts an end to the hate, which
helps to create an environment
that 's comfortable enough for
other gays and lesbians to come
out," sa id Erickson.
" It is hard for us to be ourselves because of the misconceptions that hete rosexuals have
about gays. that we have AIDS,
or are promiscuous. or that we
want to trap straights into becoming gay," said Dimitriou. " We're
not here to threaten anyone. We
need an atmosphere where we
can be ourselves and express our
sexuality. We deserve the same

Photo by LAura Stoecker

Horizons speaker service
volunteer Kathy Johnson
shares her personal coming
out experience with members of Columbia's gay, lesbian and bisexual student
organization, Lambda
See Out, page 2 . Force.
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By Carmen Segura
Staff Writer
Vi va La Raza may mean nothing to most Columbia College
students, but to Latin American
students, this means, "Save the
Race."
Mex icans, Puerto Ricans,
Guatemalans, Cubans and various other Latin descendants have
endured degradation and stereotypical slander experi enced by
many minorities stewed in
America's melting pot.
Latin Americans, or Latinos,
have fought and won a long. hard
battle for respect as productive
citizens, high achievers and progressive learners.
Columbia College is recognizing thei r efforts by celebrating
Latin American Heritage Month
through Oct. 15. Students unite
during this time, as they remember the past and focus on their
goals for the future. Latin organizati ons,
including
LUNA
(Lati nos United in the Arts),
AHORA! , and Latina Image, arc
preparing for student elections
and upcoming projects geared
toward boosting the spirit of
Latino students.
Accord in g to Lucy Torres.
LUNA president, "Latino students should make time and
become part of an organi zation.
The more members in the group,
the stronger the voice for incoming Latin American students."
The Latino Cultural Affairs

office, along with the Student
Life Services Department, help
structure these organizations by
overseeing Latino affairs on campus and abroad. "Latinos have so
much talent, we need to expose
it," said Helen Ladron, director
of Lati no Cultural Affairs.
This talent is evident in the
Latino Cultural Photographic
Ex hibit, which is currently on
display on the seventh noor in the
Washi ngton · Public
Harold
Library, located at 400 S. State
St.
The exhibit features the work
of noted student artists and
unveils the achievements and talen ts of new student artists as
well. "This is the first year that
we've presented ourselves outside campus grounds," explained
Lad ron.
In early November, Latinos
will celebrate the Dias de Ia
Muerte (Day of the Dead), a day
loved ones who have passed ~
are remembered. An extended
celebration will also take place as
students pay tribute to Latinos in
the Arts.
Because Latinos account for
nearly II percent of Columbia's
population, the school has recogni zed their educational needs by
offering more Latina-oriented
classes this year. As a result,
their renection as a united, prosperous and diversified race is
·greatly felt in the classrooms and
throughout the campus as well.

ace, from page 1
formit y are o n the rise."
He argues that college students react
this way because they are, for the first
time, take n otll of the ir familiar settings
and thrown into one that is entirely new
to them. In such a s ituation, the natural
reaction is to cling to that which is fami liar and fear that which is different.
Student Holly Petty, who grew up in a
black community, says that people who
live in communities that are predom inantl y white o r black are frequently
taught to fear the o ther race. Many members of her community actu all y look
down on her for going to college, accusing her of " try ing to be white."
Pacyga said that while Columbia is
certainly not free o f racism, it does not
have the same level of overt name calling
and violence that plagues other major
universi ties. ''As far as racial conflicts
amo ng the stude nt s goes, I don' t see
much, although I have seen some," he
said. He recalls a s ituatio n about two
years ago when "one of my white students just sort of blurted out that she was
sick and tired of all the minori ties at the
college."
In spite of rare occurrences such as
this one, Pacyga believes that "the racial
situation here is less volatile than other

Photo by Laura Stoecker
Helen Ladron De Guevara, director of Latino Cultural Affairs,
admires the Latino Cultural Photographic Exhibit at The Harold
Washington Library.

places."
Many students agree with this assessment. Columbi a student Diane J. Bell
observed that "most people that you
come in contact with here are fine with
whites, fine wit h blacks, fine with
Mexicans, whoever," although she notes
that most of her friends are still uncomfortable ·with the idea of inter-racial dating.
Last year, Bell, who is black, had five
white roommates. While she admits that
there were noticeable differences in the
way she and her roommates lived, "it was
my responsibility to respect and accept
the differences and they did the same for
me." She was able to become friends
wi th all of them.
Champion and Gold also re po rted
noticeable differences between race re lations at Columbia, and those at other univers ities they have attended such as
Northwestern, Ch icago State, and
Un ivers ity of Illino is at Chicago.
" Here I guess you feel, I don't want to
say totally comfortable, but people keep
[racism] to themselves. If you come off
like a rac ist here, people are going to look
at you different," Gold said.
Pacyga cites Columbia's liberal arts
atmosphere as the reason fo r the difference in students' reaction to people of
d ifferent backgrounds. " If you d on' t

This Week's Dates To Remember
MondaY. October 16
lOth Annual Class Bash Showcase Featuring student singers, dancers, actors, writers, musicians,
etc ... Sponsored by Student Life. Running Monday rhrough Thursday rile 19th from noon ro I p.m. in
the Hokin Center/Wabash Campus, 623 S. Wabash. (Come early and don 't miss the brief ballads of our
very own Jeffrey Heydt)
WednesdaY. October 18
C.U.M.A. '96 Columbia's Urban Music Association. Informational meeting and Rap session. At
5:30 p.m. in room 307, Wabash Campus. 623 S. Wabash. All majors welcome.
Dracula By Mac Wellman, directed by Brian Shaw. A Theater/Music Center Presentation.
Previews through the 21st. Th e opening is the 22nd ar 7 p.m. All peiformances are in the New Swdio
Theater. 72 East I I th Street. Tickets are $2 and srudems are eligible for freebies.
·
Reservations/Information/Times at ext. 6126.
1995 Fashion and Retail Job Fair Career Planning and Placement Office help students with
resumes and otherwise for job interviews. Retail employers interview prospects for full and .part-time
positions. From II a.m. to 2 p.m. at Columbia's Residence Hall, 73 1 S. Plymomh Court. Students
inrerested in attending should call ext. 5280 ro reserve a spor.
'
Ihurn!ay. October 19
Ca n You Get "Good News" On TV Newscasts? Brown Bag Lunch. Harry Porterfield, Burleigh
Hines, and Phil Walters with moderator Thorn C lark discuss how and whether community and public
interest can get TV news coverage of their efforts. Noun to I:30 p.m. in Hokin Hall, 623 S Wabash.
Free admission; bring a lrmclr!
Frjdav, October 20
lOth Annual C lass Bash Dance Party Celebrate the new school year with a bang. Sponsored by
Student Life. 7 p.m. ro II p.m. at rite Chicago Hilton and Towerl·, in the Williford Room.
Compiled By Jeffrey Heydt

know what this place is about the minute
you walk in the door, then maybe you
don ' t belcng here," he said.
Some students did, however, indicate
that they felt there was a certain degree o
institutional racism at Columbia.
Champion described difficulties he has
had getting equipment from the film cage
that, at times, he felt were the result .0
preferential treatment for white students.
Petty said that although she turned in
all of her work and did well on mosMl
the exams in one of her classes, she was
given a failing grade. She does not know
to what the grade can be attributed, but
suspects the fact that she is black.
Pacyga reflected on the significance o
the problem that many colleges are having with racial segregation and discrimination. "If at a college or university, you
can't get together - in a place that is
supposedly dedicated to learning and the
advancement of knowledge and the
advancement of the human race - then
what hope is there? We need to teach our
students who will be emerging into a very
different world.
"Whites are going to be a m inority in
this country in the next 30 to 40 years,
And if were going to teach students to
hate, or create that atmosphere for them,
we're really shooting ourselves in the
leg." ·

9ut, from page 1
respect that (heterosexuals)
expect for themselves."
"It's not a disease. It can 't be
cured. It's not a fault," said
Erickson. "Being homosexual or
bisexual is not a choice, and it's
really a struggle."
"Priscilla, Queen of the

Desert", a movie about the
adventures of three drag queens
on a road trip, is scheduled to be
shown at the next Lambda Force
meeting, Oct. 17. "Meetings are
open to everyone, including heterosexuals, and are held every
Tuesday at 5:30p.m. in room 307
of the Wabash building," said
Dimitriou.

Corrections and Clarifications
•
In last week's issue, the photo for People You Should Know
should have been credited to Natalie Battaglia.
• Also, in last week's People You Should Know column,
CarolAnn Brown's name was misspelled.
• In addition, in a story on the Colmbia College's Board of
Trustees, a law which prohibits the issuance of loans to officers of
non-profit institutions was mistakenly identified as a federal law. It
is a state law.
We apologize for the errors.

I....'·•
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Common Sense
And Security Join
Forces
Against
Campus Crime
By Kevin Thomas
Staf!Writu

Lisa Butler is one of several
membe rs of the Columbia
College community who has
experienced theft o f personal
property.
"I stepped out of my office for
a few minutes and when I came
back, security called and said
they found my purse in the second floor stairwell," said Butler,
an administrative assistant in the
interpreter training program.
'They said that someone saw a
suspicious character looking
through my purse on the sixth
fl oor. This person wasn' t a student and had been seen on campus before."
Butler lost her driver 's
license, school ID, $25 and her
credit cards. It was the first time
something has been stolen from
her at Columbia.
Butler now joins the ranks of
numerous Columbia students and
faculty members who have fallen
victim to crime, a problem that
Columbia security is trying to
stem.
Columbia keeps at least one
guard posted in the lobbies of all
campus buildings during weekday school hours, and on weekends there is a roving security
officer. The g uard force is contrac ted thro ugh SDI security,
whose employees are state certified and have the autho rity to
question and detain suspicious

NEWS

characters. Many of the guards
have worked at Columbia for
years, which brings an added
measure of security to campus.
'The guard force is part of the
Columbia community and they
have a low turnover rate. They
have a knowledge of who
belongs in the buildings. This
consistency is crucial to gurantee
safety and security on campus,"
said Martha Meegan-Linehan,
director
of
Adm inistrative
Services.
Campus security also works
with Student Life by sponsoring
Campus Safety Awareness Week.
But sometimes, a good campusbased program isn't enough, so
security has developed an excellent rapport with the Chicago
Police Department. They have
monthly meetings and are
informed of all crimes that take
place in the community around
Columbia.
"If there is a rash of thefts in a
particular area, we will not hesitate to work with the Chicago
Police and Cook County
Sheriffs," said Jose Gallegos,
director of Security.
"We ask all students to
assume responsibility for their
personal property," said MeeganLinehan.
"We need more students to
come forward and report things
that happen because that gives us
a chance to do something."
In addition to relying on
Columbia Security, MeeganLinehan said students sho uld
look out for their belongings.
"Lock all valuables in a
secure place and secure all
offices when leaving and know
where your property is at all
time," Meegan-Li nehan said.
"Students should use common sense."

Advertisement
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Campuses '0.
By Marco Buscaglia
College Prtss Service

O.J. Simpson's acquittal
fi nall y marks the end of
Simpsonmania, but as prisoner
number 4013970 leaves his 9by-7-ft. cell behind, the effects
remai n. Simpson's trial has
touched all aspects of American
culture, including college campuses.
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personal art o utside the Los
Angeles County Courthouse and
saw an exhibit waiting to be put
together.
Breazeale says
she saw the unorganized collection as a political commentary

numerous reports from the
media, legal briefs, videotapes
and transcripts of testimony, editorial cartoons and various other
bits of DNA data.

on crime,

Free Advice
The 540 Harvard students in
"Introduction to Lawyering" had
direct input on Judge Lance Ito's
decision to allow television cameras in the courtroom.
When the c lass wrote the
memos, they were simply fulfill ing an assignment from Charles
Nesson, one of the professors
teaching the course. But when
Ito read about the memos in a
"New Yorker" article, he left a
message for Nesson and asked if
he could read them. After checking with members of the class, as
well as other instructors, Nesson
obliged.
Ito wrote the class, thanking
them in advance for their contribution to the case. " Input from
the academic world is welcomed
as a helpful source of unbiased
information by this trial court,"
read Ito's letter. "I appreciate
your cooperation in contributing
to the public in thi s capacity."

O.J, T he Play
Students
at
Broward
Community College in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., put on an O.J.
play with a classic twist earlier
this year.
Humanities Professor Allen
Witt's honors class used the O.J.
case to learn about Greek
tragedies. By performing 'The
Tragedy of Orenthal James," the
students were able to take a look
at the type of character flaws that
can lead a hero to his or her
eventual downfall, a common
theme in Greek tragedies.
In Witt's tragedy, there were
no courtroom scenes. Instead,
the 45-minute play focused on
Si mpson's dealin gs with the
members of his family, with a
bare stage serving as a backdrop.
" It is the classic story of
someone who had it all , a person
that society has deemed a god,
and the situations they endure
that will forever change their
lives," said Witt. "This is the
classic fall from grace. Whether
he's in nocent or not, his life will
change forever."

Art Attack
Kenon Breazeale, a professor
of art history at California State
University in Northridge, surveyed the numerous pieces of

racism,

women's

rights and a host of other issues.
"I wanted to give people the
opportunity to see the work in a
way that mi ght affect them,"
said Breazeale. "I wanted to recogni ze the importance of it."
O.J. 101
Law professors wasted little
time in turning the Simpson trial
into classroom material for students who found the case to be a
real-life "how-to" in the criminal
legal process.
"The entire Simpson trial is
very good for the study of criminal law," said Sandra Guerra,
professor of law at the
University of Ho uston. "The
Si mpson case is fascinat ing
because it presents some real
issues that are very commo n in
our field of study."
Although most law school
professors ackno wledged that
practicing law is rarely as exciting as the highly publicized case,
it did provide instructors with a
fresh approach to teaching ex isting legal principles.
The Gene Pool
Cornell University is creating
an O.J. Simpson murder trial
archive that focuses on deoxyribonucleic acid. You know, DNA.
After rece iving a $ 17,000
grant from the National Science
Foundation, Cornell science historians began assembling a collection of everything they could
fi nd that related to the use of
DNA in the trial, includi ng

Advertisement

Ben, Jerry a nd The Juice
Floyd W. Bodyfel t, a food
science professor at Oregon
State University, enjoyed his I 5
minutes of fame when he was
hired by Simpson's attorneys to
test the melting time of the infamous scoop of Ben & Jerry's icc
cream that was left on Nicole
Simpson's property by her
daughter.
Despite spending four days
testing the dairy substance at a
laboratory at UCLA. Bodyfelt.
one of the leading experts on icc
cream in the nation , never took
the stand.

Advertisment

SIFE AND COLUMBIA WANTS YOU
;jr~~~~f,rt~~~~~~;h~~~-smF~s~p~o~n~so~r~s~n~~~~~c·o·m·-----~.-~~. ..w~~~~

Mlmagetne1nt Department at
lege has been investing actual work place opportunifor Columbia's management
and marketing students. We have
found one that we believe will be
exciting, viable and extremely
rewarding for you and for the
College as well.
We are about to join forces with
organization called SIFE
in Free Enterprise),
most exciting free e nterand entrepreneurial program.
enables students, faculty and
to network with the top
ent:ret>rerleurs and CEO's in the
winners get help in
with the nation's

petitions for college students who
form teams and create a live company, run it and report on it to a
regional, then a national panel of
outstandi ng business people.
Columbia's
Management
Departme nt is looking for several
willing and qualified students to
join our SIFE program and participate in a real business situation.
For this purpose, we are planning an initial meeting at 4:00 P.M.
ON OCfOBER 31 , 1995 624 S.
MICHIGAN, SUITE 700. The purpose of the meeting will be to get
acquainted with all interested parties and have you meet our faculty
advisors and instructors who will
be mentoring the class.
While we may be offering class
credit for your participation, it is
more important for you to know
that there is financial reward at the
SIFE rainbow.
If we field a wi
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Departments ·ro Move
To Old Library Space
By Robert Stevenson
Staff Writer
After months of carting
around cardboard boxes and
computers for the library.
Columbi a's staff is still on the
move.
Now that the library has settled into its new space in the
624 S. Michigan Ave. Building.
several departments arc expected to move into the o ld library
'pace.
Larry Dunn. director of
Building Services. said that the
school has decided what is
going to be moved into the
three floors of the old library
space at 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Blm:prints have been drawn
up
placing the
College
Rela tions and Development
offices on the fourth noor o f the
main building. The two rcmaining floors arc to be occupied by
Admi ssions and Financial Aid.
which desperately need the
' pace.
College
C urrently.
the
Re lations and Development
offices arc now located on the
lit h floor of the 624 S.
Michiga n Ave. Building. They
repl aced the Cook Coun ty
Public Aid offices that have
moved out of the building to
310 S. Michigan Ave.
According to Carol Bryant.
directo r of the College
Re lation s orficc. the current
lith floor location is "only temporary."

"We' re going to move to the
fourth noor o f the main build·
ing as soon as they construct it
(the new office space J," she
said. "Right now, we arc sort of
squatting here. It' ll be great to
be in the main building, where
the action is."
Eric Mixon. assistant dircc·
tor of Alumni Relations said,
''the view is great, but all the
doors arc painted a correctiona l
faci lity orange. In addition, we
lost some space but it" II on ly be
temporary.··
Time tables have the depart·
mcnts moving as early as
November and as late as March.
The other offices moving
into the former lihrary arc the
Financial Aid office and the
Ad mi ssions office. Caprice
Walters. Financial Aid advisor,
said. ··w e know we arc moving, we just don 't know when
or where to.''
Referring to the ambiguous
time table, Caprice sa id he
hope s the move will be in
December, a slow period for the
Financial Aid offi ce. The
December move wo uld also
benefi t students because ful l
service would be ready for the
spring semester.
The II th noor of the 624 S.
Michigan Ave., bui lding is
planned to become classrooms.
The
space
vacated
by
Admissions and Financial Aid
wi II be absorbed by other undetermined administrative offices.

NEWS

New students are offered advice and support by Freshman
Seminar instructor & Dean of Students, J ean Lightfoot, right.

Fmhman Seminar Program
Helps New Students Adjust
By Leon Tripplett
Correspondent
Columbia College's new
c lass, Freshman Seminar, is
only a few weeks old, but it is
already receiving a "thumbs
up" from students and facu lty. The much-heralded class,
designed to convince students
to finish their college careers
at Columbia, was anticipated
by s tudents and instructors
alik~.

" I figured Columbia would

-CUSTOMER
SERVICE
IWWiUiMIMII
Ad lab is one of Chicago's fastest-growing, hottest, top technology companies. How
do we keep breaking our records? By delivering outstanding recruitment solutions
nationwide. And by hiring the best customer service people in the business. That's
where you come in.
As part of our 200+ professional recruiter team, you will handle national candidate
evaluation for many of the best known companies in America. Our center is open
from 7am to 11pm, seven days per week. There are many shifts available to fit
around your class shedule.
• Up

to $10.00/hour
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create a c lass like this. A great
number of students are lost
they
come
into
when
Columbia College," said
junior David Leonard.
With all the jargon, loops
and holes routine ly present in
col lege life, and foreign to
new students, freshman are
sometimes unaware of the
things the college has to offer.
Because of growing di sconte nt about the escalating
dropout rate among freshman
students, many administrators
are concerned about what to
do.
Freshman Seminar was created just for that reason, said
seminar instructor and Dean
of Students Jean Lightfoot.
"Schools must help students
see the various avenues for
survival in their college education," she said.
Freshman
film
major
Denni s Rodgers s igned up for
the class mainly because he
wanted to acclimate himself to
college life. "Some sophomores didn ' t know where the
Records Office was," said
Rodgers. " I didn' t want to be
like that in my second year."
Rodgers admits that he
thought the c lass was another
way of saying to minorities,

'here's your chance.' 111M
myth was soon dispelled wlel
his class was racially mixed.
"I was surprised to find oat
how many other students
signed up for the class for the
same reasons 1 did," Rodgers
added.
Exploring Arts and Media
is the focus for the novice
class, but Lightfoot contends
that its objective must be
broader. "The skills my generation were taught in high
school are not taught in the
curriculum of today," she said.
Because of the growing
advances
in
technology,
Lightfoot believes that it's a
negative for some students in
some ways. " We were taught
to dissect a sentence as you
would math, your generation
is not taught that way," she
adds.
Seminar instructor and
Assistant Provost Mark Kelly
feels that college can be a

mysterious place. "The objective [of the class] is to explore
the Arts and Media, but at the
same time become connected
with the college," Kelly said.
Freshman Seminar advocates are ask ing the administration to make the si_gnificance of the class greater by
making it mandatory for
freshman and transfer students.
Kelly feels that will take
time because of the evolution
of the c lass itself which boasts
fifteen separate seminars with
a total of about 250 students.
For th ose students who
enroll in the class, however,
Kelly says there is much to be
gained. "Columbia is filled
with treasures waiting to be
unlocked," he said.

Tokens - Bus Passes Checks Cashed - Money Order

• River North area loft

to 34 hours
calls only

• l:lillnguaJ a plus

• Work up

• Flexlble schedule

• Inbound

• Weekly paycheck

• Team environment

If you understand the importance of customer s e rvice and have a solid peopleoriented background, join a winning team and have fun. Call today for a brief
telephone interview.

Adlab.
1·800-966·4809

CUKKt;NCY t;XCHANUE

424 S. WABASH

312-427-9612

CJUL'AUU, u,. (J(JW)

Call Now. Ask for extonslon CMB-086.

Next To Jimmy Wongs
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Taste Of Colu01bia Cel~Ufft~ Diversity

by Diane J, Bell
Corrupondent
Competition was fierce as
more than 100 residents of the
Columbia College Residence
Hall stood in line at the first Taste

of a pan of avocado dip
remained.
According to Rosie Olvera,
residem assistanl and co-organizer of the event, the Taste of
Columbia represented the student
body. "Just as the Residence
Center has a
variety of
ethnic backgrounds,"
she
said,
"the foods
that are presemed here
represent
who
[the
students]
are and the
variety of
people here
in
the
Re s idence
Center."
In addition, Krissie
H arris,
assistant
director of
the dorm it o r y ,
be l ieves
that
the
c v e n t

he lped to
"bring the
peop l e
together
who probab
I
y
wo uld 've
'r;~::;~-:;:::::<::-;;:::-;:;::-;:;::;:-::::;:::::;;::-;:;-;:;::T;::;::-.....J never gotten together
of Columbia on Oct. 10. Music to eat and socialize and have a
blared, students danced, ate, and good time."
The intentions of some resitalked amid the mingling aromas
of 14 different di shes. The event dents were diffe rent. Some came
began promptly at 7:30 p.m. on only for the free meal, others
Oct. 10, but by 8 p.m., only one came simply to get to know other
serv ing of spaghetti and a founh people. Freshman Ben Coulter

came to sec
kinds of cooks
have in this bui
ing," he said. " I
not really that
gry, but I
wanted to
ence the di
ethnic foods."
The menu
the
Taste
Columbia incl
ed chicken
prise and
buffalo
Ann
and
fry,
Nikole Thmron<o,n · l
country style
potatoes,
Valerie
Smi•h·L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --==-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = . . . . . J
carmel brownies,
Photos by Natalie Battaglia
by Jennifer Allen; Two Residence Hall occupants enjoy spaghetti salad a nd a few la ughs at the first
vegg tc egg rolls, Taste of Columbia held last week.
by
Cynthia
Sciacca; beef fajitas, by Chris have a Taste of Columbia, but not being there made no differReisor; beef lasagna, by Lettie sort of an instructive, infonna- ence as to how the event turned
Sulli van; heavenly hash, by tional talk about us ing the out," she said.
Resident Barbara Cannon
Tyrone Green; and speedy taco kitchen."
Because a Marshall Field's hopes the event will spawn a
bake, by Barbara Cannon.
"Some people will
representative
scheduled
to
speak
cookbook.
Favorites among the residems
were the enchi Iadas, by Sherri at the event cancelled at the last learn how to cook if they get
Robinson; and the spaghetti minute, resident Daniel Logsdon, these recipes and stop almost
salad , by Resident Director Jeff who has experience in the culi- burning down the Residence
Stevenson. Other popular dishes nary field, filled in. "He was talk- Center," she said.
Taste of Columbia resulted in
included real cool chi li and ing about sanitation and safety in
the apartme nt when cooking," more than just a cookbook and a
quickbread.
good
meal. ·Residents were able
Spellers
said.
"Since
he
didn't
"The idea [for the Taste of
Columbia] originally sprang have that much time for prepara- to soc ialize, dance, and most of
all, realize how tasty and inexfrom the fact that we had pot- tion, he did a great job!"
Ona Watley, a third year resi- pensive good food can be. "This
lucks on three out of the six
noors and they went really well," dent and Music major, didn't is the fi rst time that we've had a
said Randy Spellers, res ide nt notice that the original speaker Taste of Columbia," said Rosie
assistant and co-organizer of the didn't show. " I knew there was Olvera, "and hopefully, it won' t
event. "Initially, it was not just to supposed to be a speaker, but her be the last."

Attention New Students!
Come visit the

~

,_. .... r

Room 315
623 S. Wabash
&

4 p.m.
Mon. Thurs. 10 a.m.
Fri. 10 a.m. 2 p.m.
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By Chris McGathey
Staff Writer
~
As freshman and transfer students try to adjust to college life,
they can now get help at
Columbia's New Student Center.
. The center, which is located in
room 3 15 of the Wabash
Building, provides support and
direction as students pursue their
college careers. The center holds
numerous booklets and handouts
on different opportunities at
Columbia, posts all upcoming
events, and has computers and
typewriters for student usc.
But more importantly, it 's a
place where students can go to
talk to a peer facilitator about
classes or any problems that they
may be having.
"In order to learn you need to
be in a quite atmosphere," said
Beverly Bailey, peer facilitator.
"This is a place for freshmen to
sec
what's
available
at
Columbia."
According to Bailey, some
students study, while others come
to the center to talk. Also, the
facilitators hold group meetings
with the students to address topics such as how to survive during
one's freshman year.
For example, during the first

Photo by Natalie Battaglia
Columbia 's New Student Center proves an invaluable atmosphere for som e quiet down-time.
week of school, Bailey met one
According to the peer facilitastudent who was nervous about tors, topics for the group meetmeeting new friends in her class- ings change every two weeks, but
es. After some expert advice, tlie at each meeting facilitator's try to
same student came back on the give students some general
following Wednesday to thank advice on time management,
the faci litators for their help.
study habits, developing critical
" It's usually quiet, that's why I thinking skills, and other student
come here," said fres hman concerns.
Heather Michael, an advertising
The New Student Center is
major at Columbia who says open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
attending the center regularly Monday through Thursday, and
helps her talk about school and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Fridays.
classes in general.

Supreme Court To Hear VMI Case
By College Press Service
WASHINGTON:
The
Supreme Court may determine
whether its unconstitutional for
the Virginia Military Institute to
not admit women .
VMI, a public, all-male mili -

tary institution, first came under
fire three years ago when the federal government filed a sexual
discrimination lawsuit against
the Lexington , Va., school for its
admissions policy. As a compromise, VMI offi cials proposed a
separate mi litary program fo r

Be Creative!

interested female students at
nearby Mary Baldwin College in
Staunton, Va.
A federal judge approved the
program, which opened to
women last month. The Clinton
administrati on, however, filed an
appeal.

Photo by Chris Sweda

:Louis Smith
By John Biederman
Managing Editor
Who is He?: Louis Smith has worked for Columbia through
American Building Maintenance (which provides our janitorial
services), in the 623 S. Wabash Building since the college
acquired it for student use in 1985.
Work Ethic: Louis considers himself a component of the
oveFall learning system. "I attempt to keep the building in a condition that encourages the learning process," he says.
Philosophy: "As Jesus said, 'Seek and you will find."' Louis
believes this seeking process entails profound vigilance, and is
quick to cite Thomas Edison's thousands of failed attempts necessary for invention.
Other Interests {The Man Behind the Mop): Louis is married to Sylvia Smith and has four children, the youngest of which
IS now 22. He IS a d1stnbutor for Cell Tech, selling "Super Blue
Green Algae" capsules , and he writes a health related newsletter,
Flashes of Lightning. He also enjoys camping.
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EDITORIAL

How's
Your
Steak?

Please
Leave A
Message

I'm Too Sleazy For
This Job
John Henry
Biederman

Jeffrey Heydt

Managing Editor

Editor

here would we be
without all these wise
journalists soundingoff in the wake of the "Trial of the
Century?" Without all the brilliant,
big-time newspaper cOlumnists
still penning essays on O.J. a week
and more after it's over? The more
I live, the more I realize how naive
I am. How s illy of me to have
thought they're all recycling the
same arguments! They're the
experts. They should know.
Whenever I see a member of
the media cl;iticize their peers for
sensationalizing-before launching into a tirade on that under-analyzed trial-my meager brain
labels them "hypocrites." Only
now do I realize how bd lliant
these
professionals
are!
Everybody else in the media is
sleazy! Yes, they've done some
investigation, and uncovered a
secret plot: the three newspaper
columnists in the nation who
haven't complained about media
sleaze are conspiring with
reporters to sensationalize everything, driving people away from
newspapers. To my untrained eye
it would appear that coverage of
O.J., Packwood and former congressman Mel Reyno lds sells the
best. But everybody complains
about those topics, so it's obvious
that a select few are buying all
those naughty papers by the millions.
I'm catching on. There may be
hope for me yet.
A couple weeks back, one of
my teachers asked everyone in
class what was wrong with the
media. I made the silly mistake,
after 90 percent of them said "too
much sensationalism," of thinking
that answer was a cop-out. I was
waiting for a suggestion on how to
change that. Well, the suggestion
was already given! Stop being sensational!
It's not newsworthy to see firsthand how our justice system operates, nor to see what congressmen
and celebrities we idolize are really like. And why let the media into
the courts? Government always
holds our interests above any
thoughts of money or kinky sex,
why waste our time keeping an eye
on them? Once in a great while
there's a bad apple. But Bob
Packwood would have been driven
from the Senate much sooner had
the media kept away. Heroes like
Bobby Dole and Jesse Helms
would have caught on to his tricks
much sooner without that meddling media in the way.
Why don't we just go back to
the attitude before Watergate,
when the media kept quiet about
"w hat goes on Eas t o f the
Mississipi?" As I'm becoming
enlightened, I see why newspaper readership's decl ined si nce
then. I was starting to think that
people reall y don ' t want the
truth, like some anc ient cultures
who ki lied the bearers of bad
news. But people want real s tories. They know that life is not at
all s leazy. They know that
human bemgs do n't crave mo ney
and po wer. They know we really
don' t have a vio lent society. The
media just prunes those rare cases
from the blossoming tree of selflessness, monogamy and altruism
humanity really is.
• Silly me. It ' ll take a lot of work
to cure my naughty sensationalism. I think I'll go give myself a
good spanking.

Editorial Page
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Will Million Man March Measure Up?

W

hen Martin Luther King Jr. led given a red-carpet welcome for his e ndeavhis March on Washington in or, there is a lack of unity. While few have
1963, virtually every me mber made a strong public statement condemnof the black community marched at his ing it--as Chicago Sun-Times columnist
side, in spi rit if not in body. What's more, Carl Rowan has--many have shunned the
the overwhelming unity Dr. King garnered effort as quietly as possible. Johnnie
was mirrored as well, although to a lesser Cochran Jr. and Colin Powell are but two
degree, in members of many non-black examples of African-American me n
ethnic groups, epitomizing the ultimate who've indicated support while strangely
goal of Dr. King's efforts: Unity of having "other plans.' And many take issue
Humanity, regardless of color.
with the stated purpose of "atonement" by
We find it hard to view Louis black males-if anybody should be makFarrakhan's Million Man March in the ing amends, we have to look to the other
same light.
end of the color spectrum.
Certainly, we hope his march accomThe last thing the African-American
plishes some of the same things as Dr. community needs at this point is further
King's: BoldY. reaffirming that African- division among their ranks. In fact, the last
Americans wtll not be denied equal free- thing humanity needs is further division.
dom, showing the world that civil rights is Irontcally, that very possibility enshrouds
not only of interest to minorities, and pro- the Million Man March.
moting a sense of unity through an
As if Farrakhan and his Nation of Islam
oppressed sector of the population. But weren' t tainted enough in the public eye,
unfortunately, African-Americans, and who did Farrakhan choose to co-organtze
civil rights advocates overall , have enough the march but Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., the
working agai nst them without a leader as fired NAACP executive director currently
questionably motivated as Farrakhan.
under investigation for sexual harassment
This is not to promulgate the illusion and embezzltng over $30,000 · from the
that everybody loved Dr. King in his time. organization.
There will always be those misguided
It may be asking too much to have a
enou~h to believe that skin color places
leader with as much love, skill and chariscertatn races of people underneath their ma as Dr. Martin Luther Kin g Jr. in the
own. Yet Dr. King was unambiguous in his black community at all points in history. So
dream of equality while Farrakhan has maybe the most postti ve message the
sought to restrict certain groups from his Million Man March will send to the world
vision: name ly Jews and women. Despite is that African Americans need better rolehis recent public ex planations-coinciden- models than Farrakhan and Chavis. It is
tally occunng as his well-publicized march our firm belief that the comm unity has
draws nearer- both he and his Nation of suc h role-mode ls, and hopefully the march
Islam have been under fire throughout their will spur them to step to the forefront.
It ts unfortunate that drastic measures
history from Jewish and Women's groups.
And although he's gained the support of like marches and protests are still necesmany Christian leaders who initially criti- sary in 1995, but unlike our current
cized his march, this fact does not eclipse a Supreme Court, we at the Chronicle
history of inclusivist Islamic views.
believe that society is not yet color-blind.
And yet we still have a dream.
Even among black me n, the only group

" Please hold for operator assistance."Is n't
that the story of our
li ves? We spend a great deal of
time these days on the telephone.
(Mostly trying to qualify for the
free money. I know this because I
can never, ever get through.)
Much of that time, we talk to a
machine. You've heard all of this
before.
We call a business - we talk to
a machine.
We call a school - we talk to a
machine.
We call our friends - we talk to
a machine.
And we all , in turn, have
machines that talk to our friends,
''I'm not in right now, leave amessage after the beep." Ah, voicemail.
What we hear before the beep
is predictable. By now we've
heard them all: "My cat is belching, leave a message." We even
hear some funny ones.
The question you are asking is.
"when is a time to worry'"' A
time to worry is when your parents make an attempt at a humorous answering machine message.
This is a signal to take your parents aside and explain certain subtleties.
So, the machines arc everywhere and spreading. One quickly waning consolation is that we
and the machines still speak the
same language. Yes, many automated phone directories now have
an early option to navigate in the
language o f your choice.
If you arc not nuent in English.
you may be fortu nate enough to
hear the operator say, in the
respective languages, o f course.
"for Spanis h, press one: for
Japanese, press two; for Swahi li ,
press three," etc... What a bonus
for those o r us with limited exposure to the King's English. You
might ask, "'why can' t we all just
talk American?"'
Well. this is a big country with
many borders, and our huge middle-class proves very attractive to
angry citizens, from every conti- ·
nent under the sun, who are tired
and fed-up with being put down
by the Man. So, they come here.
English-speaking or not. And the
telephone, not necessarily found
in abundance in an immigrant's
previous home. becomes an item
of serious, major concern.

Anyway. the multi-lingual
alternati ves arc here, in the
phones. T here is no escaping it.
The question you arc now asking
is. "why do we need to 'escape"
it?"" Glad you asked.
Sec. we al l have the telephone.
and we all know how close together those buttons arc. We've all at
one time o r another dialed a
wrong number, right?

Have an opini on or otherwise? We warmly encourage letters & comments to the editors.
Please, direct all editoral correspondence to:
Letters to the Editor
Room 802, 623 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605
All letters should include your name and phone num ber.
Or you can fax us at: 3 12-427-3920

Well . if

you get the machine and you acci·
dentally maneuver into a menu
that is spoken in a language you
don"t. and here 's lhc gag. you will
never, ever get out. You' ll never
know which buttons will lake you
back or forward or anywhere else.
At that point, you would have to
hang-up and begin again.
Of course. none of this compares to the evi ls of personal
voice-mail and intra·office com-

munication. Soon we might discuss the fallacy of messageretrieval and the mythical phrase.
""let me transfer yo11. ··
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Columbia College hosted last week's production of
OanceAfrica, including a performance by Sundance
Production (left), a nd Chuck Davis, official Griot
for OanceAfrica (lower left). Below (L-R) Leslie
Conneely, community events coordinator for the
Chicago Tribune; Davis; Delores Mebain, di~tor
of station relations at WMAQ-TV; and \\'ood•e T.
White, vice president of college relations and devel·
opment at Columbia congregate at Marshall Field's.
prior to the performance.

SPECIAL:
KODAK PERFORMANCEPAK
• KODAK POLYMAX RC PAPER
• KODAK T-MAX 100 Film
• KODAK TRI·X PAN Film
• KODAK Reference Data Guide
• Darkroom t ips & techniq"""
• KODAK Checkers Test Strips
• White Cotton Gloves
Valued At: $38.95
·
CENTRAL'SPRICE:

TRI-X 135-36- $3.29*
VPS 135-36 • $4.80*
ANY QUAN"nTY • NO STUDENT 1.0. NfEOEO
'NO ADCMllONAL DISCOUNT

ILFORO MGX.1 M Ill
8 x 10/25 SHEETS -$7.95
ILFORD R.C. SEMI-MATTE
7 x 9'/2 /100 SHEETS$18.95

$15.95

l

r CENTRAi. CAMERA HAS:

: • A Photography Book
Department With OVER 500 TITLES
i • Low prices on B & W or color enlargements 1
: (5x7·$1.79,8x10-$2.49,11x14-$6.95)
'
(
(3-5 Day Color Service)
___)

I

PENTAX
AT LOW PRICES!
STUDENT SPECIAL!
WHY PAY A 1995 PRICE
WHEN WE SELL IT FOR
ITS' 1992 PRICE?
K1000 BODY ... $1 92.95

FREE COLOR PRINTS
ON SELECTED ITEMS

OUR NEXT DAY COLOR PRINT PROCESSING ALWAYS GIVES
YOU A 20% DISCOUNT AND ALWAYS GIVES YOU A 2nd SET
OF Jx5 OR 4x6 PRINTS FREE - GLOSSY OR MATTEI

DOWNTOWN'S LARGEST SELECTION OF DARKROOM EQUIPMENT
• KODAK
B&W
AND
COLOR
PAPER

•ILFORD
B&W
PAPER
AND
CHEMICALS

•AGFA
•ORIENTAL
•FORTE
•STERLING
B&W
PAPERS

•CREATIVE
CHEMICALS
•MARSHALL
•PEBEO
(OIL PAINTS)

•STAINLESS
STEEL AND
PLASTIC
DEVELOPING
TANKS
&REELS

•ARCHIVAL
NEGATIVE
SLEEVES

• B&W
TONERS
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Unger Gives ''Voice'' To Abuse Victi01s
By Soren Smith
Staff Writer

Douglas Unger calls his new
book, "Voices fro m Silence" his
"no vel of witness."
The phrase came up repeatedly during his reading o f
excerpts from the book, an
event which was hosted by the
Fiction Dep artme nt in the
Hokin Gallery on Oct. 10.
The novel is set in Argenti na
in
1985,
during
the
human-rights abuse trials of the generals who
had ruled Argentin a
fro m 1975 to 1983.
"Voices" follows one
fami ly 's efforts to gain
an accounting for their · 00
two younges t sons,
who numbered among
the "disappeared," as
the regi me's victims
were called.
" Vo ices" is onl y
s lig htly fic ti ona lized
fro m Unger 's o wn
experience and th at of hi s
Argentinian fami ly, whom he
had stayed with as an exchange
student in the early 1970s and
to whom he returned during the
trials.
The personal nature of the
work became evident during
as
the
the
reading,
standing-room-only crowd sat
in rapt silence, o nly to burst
into sustai ned applause as
Unger reached the e nd of an
excerpt.

During an interview with
the Chronicle prior to the reading, Unger acknowledged the
difficulty in writing about
something so intensely personal.
" It would have been much
easier to write a book about,
say, Nazi Germany," he said,
adding with a slight grimace, "it
might have e ven been belter
written."
However, he described the
novel as the fulfi ll ment of a

the best thing that could have
happened to me was having
everything di sks, paper,
computer - destroyed in a
fire."
Perhaps the most haunting
moment during the reading
came when he read the leiter
from the mother, which he used
to open the book.
At various points during the
reading he would pause. telling
the audience that the next word,
the next line, or even the next
. _, page had been blolted out
just removed by the
4 or
%
government censors who

"It w~u
~· ld h
. ave. b een .
uch easier to write a '"' :~n~~~~~~n:'~a\~coming
"I\.
t, say, N aZI. andThelength
growing number
k auOU
of pauses

:.e~;:qtit-Y
... it ~~ight
·-· b 1 · b

~~~~~~~:~~ ~f ~~~~s~~:~~~

any mere words could
have been.
Like much of the novel ,
the leiter is on ly slightly
·~- £:.,, altered from the one
Unger himself received in
1983, p leading with him to
come back to help the fam ily in
their time of need.
Since so much of the novel is
factual, one student asked him
why he chose to write it as fiction, and what parts differed
from reality.
Unger respo nded that the
primary reason was so that he
cou ld condense events and
make the work more readable,
altho ugh he also changed the
names of his family and the

ave eYen een·- etter
~=---

pro mise.
"I told my fa mil y that
would make sure the rest of the
world heard the story of what
happened in Argen ti na," he
said.
Fulfi lling th at promi se took
ten years, after a number of
false starts, he told the audience.
Describing one 880-page
draft in which he tried to take
an imperso nal, journali stic
approach, he said, " probably

NEED $$$ FOR SCHOOL?

.
Photo By Natalie Bauag/ia

Award-winning author, Douglas Unger, reads excerpts from his
new novel, " Voices from Silence," at the Hokin Gallery last
Thesday.
people he interviewed.
secret pol ice, and give him a
"For instance, after 0 . J., I summary of my itinerary," he
doubt I could convince any said. " It's as if you acknowlAmerican that the crucial testi- edge the presence of the monmo ny all took place o n a sing le ster and pet it once in a while, it
day [as it appears in the book]." leaves you alone."
he said.
Looking ahead, he ex pressed
Unger told the Chronicle that concern for the fragile state of
his recent trips to Argentina A rgentina's government.
have been far less harrowing
" What I see in Argentina
than the one during 1985, when today is a democracy on the
death threats were common.
verge of fall ing back into fas"I just call my contact in the cism," he said.

•

•

•

••
•

•••

••
•
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

YEAR ROUND PART-TIME JOBS FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS
• EARN $7.00 TO $7.50 AN HOUR
• $1.00/ HR. TUITION CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS
• WORK UP TO 5 HOURS A DAY
• JOBS AVAILABLE FOR LOADERS,
UN LOADERS & DOCK DATA ENTRY
• RAISES EVERY 90 DAYS/ PAID HOLIDAYS
AFTER 1 YR.
• EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR PROMOTION
Shifts Available (Monday-Friday)

Sunrise 5:00 a .m. to 10 :00 a.m.
Mid-Day 12:00 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Twilight 5:00 p.m. to 1 0 :00 p.m.
Night 12:00 a.m. to 5 :00a.m.
Requirements

• You mus t be 18 years or older
• You must be a ble to provide your
own transportation
• You must be a ble to work a
manual labor job

ILfBlli~ ~7:;~~r~z;~~~L~~~~60638
Is an eQual opportunitY/
affirmative action employer
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MBC Tunes Into Broadcast History
By Robert Stevenson
Staff Writer

Located just six blocks from
Columbia, The Museum of
Broadcast Communications is a
great way for a media student to
fill an afternoon.
The museum is located in the
Chicago Cultura l Center at
Washington Street and Michigan
Avenue, and offers many things
for students and non students to
see and do. Among them, you can
view old TV shows, anchor a
newscast, sec actual TV sets from
the early days or buy a bit of
memorabilia on your favorite TV
shows.
On the main Ooor are exhibits
on television, radio and broadcast
advertising. These exh ibits offer
a little history on each subject
a nd include some interactive
components.
Also located at the museum is
a gift shop and the Kraft
Television Center, where you can
anc hor a newscast. It costs
$ 19.95, but you get a tape, which
can be useful for a resume.
The ex hibits o n radio and
advert ising offer some interactive
aspects. For example, in the radio
exhibit you can walk into Jack
Benny 's vault or open Fibber
McGee 's closet, only to have all
its con tents spill on you. The
G.D. Crain Jr. Advertising Center
inc ludes "The One Minute
Miracle," an interactive exhibit
concentrated on the history o f
broadcast advertising.
In the next room is The
Sportscasters Cafe. featuring a
wall of local and national sports
personali ties with a bar in which
you can view Bob Costas's tribute to Harry Caray. You can also
sit and watch award-winning
commercials from the US and
around the world. Al so located in
the room is a wall of advertising
executi ves who, at the to uch of a
button, share their wi sdom with
you.

What: The Museum of
Broadcast
Communications
Where: The Chicago
CUltural Center,
Randolph Street and
Michigan Avenue

Antique televisions and extensive time-lines are part of the many
displays at the Museum of Broa dcast Communications.
The jewel of the museum Audrey Meadows earlier this
however, is located on the second month on a Sunday. "It was
Ooor. Here, the MBC archives great," said Anne Barlow. "She
house a vast library of broadcast was here to celebrate the 40th
of
'The
history, holding 10,000 TV anniversary
shows, 50,000 radio shows, Honeymooners."'
At
the
end
of
this
month,
the
9.000 commercials, and 2,500
Radio Hall of Fame induction
local TV newscasts.
Accordi ng to Marke ting ceremonies take place, so you
Director Anne Barlow, "about 2 1 can expect to see eve n more
percent of visitors who use the emphasis on radio. CBS's Tom
Snyder, ABC's Tom Joyner and
archives are students."
The archives are a valuable NPR's Susan Stamburg will host
source of information to students, a live broadcast that can be heard
who for two dollars can watch on WGN-AM and WBBM-AM.
and listen to as many shows as The special will air from the
they like. Columbia stude nt Hyatt Regency Chicago on Oct.
David Cady Jr. said, "The MBC 29, from seven to nine p.m. The
Arch ives are rea lly great. Where inductees include Jesse B.
else can you watch Pee Wee's Slayton, Sr., Jack Buck, Andrew
Playhouse and The Great Debate Carter, Yvonne Daniels, Stan
between Nixon and Kennedy all Freburg, Hal Jackson, Herb Kent,
in the same place for two bucks?" Edward F. McLaughlin , Bob
With this year being the 75th Steele and 'The CBS World
Anniversary of radio, the muse- News Ro undup."
um has been hosting many radio
The Museum of Broadcast
personalities at their "An Commun ications is open from I 0
Evening With ..." series. At the a.m. to 4 p.m. Mondays th ru
seminars, held twice a month, the Saturdays, and noon to "5 p.m. on
guests answer q uestions from Sundays. It is closed on• all state
audience members or a modera- and federal holidays. Admission
tor. Another seminar titled "An is free, but bring two dollars for
Afternoon With ... ," featured the archives.

·~~COLLEGE INTERNSHIP
..tO'R URBAN MUSIC

Learn about the music business before you graduate.
As one or the: nation's m05t dynamic: di~tributors of urban music, BMG Distribution
(R(.A, Arisw Rewrds, jivc) is c:.xperiencing rcmarl<ab\c growth. This l~ wby we at:e
seeking full-time college students to join our nationwide altcrn11tivc Marl<eting
progmm hcl()re they graduate.
Wt arc a oompany lh3t reaches out to get thc. I:K-~ involved stll<k.niS in ils btl$inrss betorc lht•y
grndnalc. That's the whole thinking behind BMGDistributions nationwide allernatiw:
Marketing program. BMG Music makes ~rre the doors remain O!JCII onrr. insidt.

This two-year intemship involves cre:tting retail promotions (or Urbml Music throughout.
CJtita&o. We're seeking a dynamic, full-time c\lllef!.e Sophomore or Junior who know mey
w;mt a career tn the music indu.~ry nnd know wh:lt ore the hOttcsttren<l.s in music
tcxL1}'...fmm Rap and Hip Uop to R&D. You must atm have a au :md rt('Cive a B-' nt
time of gradt~ation.
This position features 20 hoor work week.~. $5.00 hourly pay mtes, $220 monthl~·
expense reimbursement and the oppo11nnity to demonst.rnte wbat \'011 can uo.
rnr immediate consk\cr~tlon, send your resume to: BMG Music, Debra Bloom.
1540 Jkoadway, 38th Fl., NY, NY 10036, or fax: 212·930-4862. We are an cqunl
opportunity employer.

JES~~
ENTERTA INMENT

When: Monday through
Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4:00 p .m. and
Sunday from and noon
to 5 p.m.

AROUND COLUMBIA

Photos by Natalie Ballaglia

J ack Benny's vault is one of the most popular exhibits at the
MBC.

I CLASSIFIED I
Spring Brea k-Nassau/Paradise
Isla nd, Cancun and Jamaica
from $299.00. Air Hotel,
Transfers,Parties, and More!
Orga nize a small group and
earn a FREE trip plus comm issions!
Call 1-800·
822-0321.
**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**
Find out how hundreds of students are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's #1 Spring
Break company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK!
CRUISE JOBS
Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information Call:
Cruise Employment Services
(2060 634-0468 EXT. C57131
FREE FINANCIAL AID
$ Attention All Students $
FREE Money is c u~ntly available for College Students
Nationwide. Over $6 Billion in
aid is now available from private
sector grants & scholarships. All
students are eligible to receive
some sort of aid, regardless of

grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help you. For
more information call:
Student Financial Services
1-800-263-6495 ext. FS7131
EXCELLENT INCOME
OPPORTUNITY!!
Booming Party/Entertainment
Service seeks dancer for professional engagements.
Requirements: Looking for creative, physically fit, together
people.

Hot Bodies
Chris-3 12-463-9756

EXTRA INCOME FOR '95

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly
stuffing enveloQCS. For
details- RUSH li .OO with
SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307
Dover, DE 1990 I

"HELP WANTED" cre-

ative-e{lterprising st~dents
or campus orgamzattons to
distribute flyers for adventure travel and ~rin_g_break
Q.rograms. FREE TRIPSGreat Commission and
Ew.rience-BEACH OR
ADVENTURE ECOTREKS in BellzeCancun-Jamaica-Hawail.
Call Kirk-Student adventure Travel 1-800-32875 13.
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Men's Hair-The Long And The Short Of It
By Sandra K. Taylor
Fashion Writ~r

Men have been concerned
about their hair since the beginning of time. During the 1720s.
fa s h i o n
was dominated by
F renc h
taste and
s t Y I c
w h i c h
mirr o red
the wealth
and dignity of the
Frenc h
aristocraThe
cy.
b a s i c
items in a
m a n ' s

1760s by a group of young men
who had travelled in Italy (obviously rich men) and had brought
back some new ideas in fashion.
The Macaronis were the movers
and shakers of their time. They
took fashion to the limits by
wearing wi gs of
enormous height
wi th large side
c url s.
Their
coats,
called
frock coats, were
tight fitting and
had decorati ve
butto ns.
Docs
anyone
you
know (bes ides
the artist formal ·
Jy
know
as
Prince) dress like
this today?
In the 1990s, a
man

wouldn ' t

wardrobe
dream of wearing
were his
a wig - unless
c o a t ,.
he is a perpctrawaistcoat
L - ' - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - ' " - ' to r.
a
n
d
Looking
breeches, which together fanned around the Columbia campus, 1
his suit.
notice that men are still conIn 1720, men ~haved their cemed about their hair and their
heads and wore wigs - yes, wigs. looks but not to the extreme as
And when a gentleman had his men in the early 1700s.
wig powdered, he would sit in a
Instead of wearing wigs, men
chair wearing a protective pow- do all sorts of things to their hair.
dering jacket ( a gown to protect They color their hair now purple,
his clothes) with his face and red, green, and jet black.
eyes shrouded by a paper mask.
Dreads are now fashionable
Let's talk about the Macaroni for all ethnic groups. The white
Club, which was formed in the

American male is dreading his
hair (what's up with this?). Some
say they like dreads and decided
to try something new.
To dread straight hair takes Sandra
extra time and care. Unlike men Taylor
with kinky hair. men with
Fasltion Writer
strai ght hair have to go to a speciali st, who knows how to twist
hair into locks and then apply a
wax to help the locks last. Thi s • in inc for men (women don't like
· it!). Women arc like men in the
_fact that they enjoy running their
fingers through a man 's strong
locks.
I asked a few men around the
~. Columbia campus which prod'¥ ucts they use to maintain their
hair and the majority of
answers
were
"Paul
Mitchell" products.
The next question I asked
was, where do they go to
have their hair styled. The
most common answer was "I
maintain my hair myself."
If you would like to see a
few good pony tai ls at
Columbia College go to the
Journalism Department in the
the
Torco Building or
Academ ic
Computer
Department in the Wabash
unhealthy
Building.
for hair.
I don' t have to give you any
The more sophisticated man
has a bald head or wears a pony- names, you' ll know who I'm
talking about.
tail.
Personally, I like plenty of
The ponytail is a style most
women seems to appreciate on head, that is, a completely bald
men. The bob hair cut is too fern- head. Maybe with a lo ng tail in
the back.

She's Plastic, A
Cheerleader And
Has Her Degree
By College Press Ser vice
OXFORD, Miss.- Fashion
dolls arc flying off the shelves
at the Univers ity of Mississippi
bookstore. No. there's not a
Barbie resurgence on campus.
It's just that the doll s which
come in Barhic-shapcd sizes
have more than a Malibu beach
house and mo lded-plastic companion named Ken. These dolls
have college degrees.
Outfitted in red and blue Ole
Miss cheerleader outfits and
accompanied by a 3-by-5-inch
diploma. the doll is aptl y
named The C heerleader Doll
With A Dcgrcc."lt's probably
the biggest seller we've had in
some time," says Mary Lou
Moss, assistant manager for the
Ole Miss Bookstore. "Students
buy them for themselves and
for their friends and fam ilies. I
bet they' re go ing to be used for
a lot of Chri stmas gifts.
"The dolls themse lves cost
$20 and come in four varieties:
A blond, a brunette, a redhead
and a black -haired African
American.Moss says the dolls,
which arc made by the
Collegiate Doll Company in
Hermosa Beach, Cali f ..
"The children see a beautiful
do ll that's smart," Moss says.
" It's a way to stress higher cducation."Any plans for a football-playing, degree-carrying
Ole Miss male student?
" Maybe soon," Moss says.
" But for now, a lot of guys arc
buying the cheerleader doll. It's
popular with them too."

Columbia CoUege presents

1g~s~FASHI ON/

RETAIL
JOB FAIR
Wednesday, October 18
11 a.m. to '2p.m. ·

1f/~(6

~~eof.

U

G\t'\~s

SubLovers
Drea111
GEORGINA'S

Colu1nbia College
Residence Hall
731 S. Plymouth Court

610 S. WABASH
Chicago, IL 60605

1

Retail employers will be on t\ampus interviewing '
for fu11-titny, j)art-timc a~d seasonal positions.

.

'

RSl'Pto thi Career Pl.itnnin.g & l'l£u:cmwnt. Offu;e
Suite 300 Wabash, 663-1600, x5280
1

•·

Tlui CaM~r Plannin:; & Placcm~;nt ~tuff i$avail:•hlt•
ik a s~ist you with your rr$unu~ tlevrlo(lmt:nf and
intcrvic:wing skills.

OPEN: Mon. "' Fri. 8:30 to 7:00p.m.
SA1l.JROAYS - 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SUNDAYS - CLOSED

Phone Ahead So We Hav• Your Order Ready

554-1215
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Bash Is Upon Us Dance Opens Window To Africa

Job
Fair:
Attention.
Anyone interested in working
in the fie ld of fashion or retail,
the 1995 Fashion and Retail
Job Fair is coming to
Columbia's residence hall at
731 S. Plymouth Court on
Oct. 18 from II a.m. to 2 p.m.
The faculty of the ca reer
Planning and Placement office
will be avai lable to help students put together resumes
and develop skills needed for
an interview. and retail
employers will interv iew students for full-time, pan-time
or seasonal positions. Students
interested in attending should
call ext. 5280 to reserve a spot.
Class Bash Is Here: The
week of the lOth Annual
Class Bash is finally upon
Columbia students.
The showcase. featuring
gifted and spirited students.
wi ll run Oct. 16 through Oct.
19, from noon to I p.m. in
both the Hokin Center and
Annex.
On Oct. 20., students can
"get their groove on" at the
Dance Pany. The party is
from 7 p.m. to II p.m., at the
Chicago Hilton and Towers, in
the Williford Room. Dance
the night away. and in vite a
friend too.
"Bally" Opening Season:
Oct. 22 at 7 p.m., Columbia's
Theater and Mu sic Center
begi ns their season with a
comical version of Bram
Stoker's "Dracula," written
by Mac Wellman. Previews
are from Oct. 18 to Oct. 2 1.
The play will run through Oct.
29.
Clinic for Broadcasters:
Do you want to network with
people possessing expertise in
your field, be it radio or television? Stop by the Broadcast
Journalism Career Clinic on
Oct. 25. in the faculty lounge

By Sandra Taylor
Fasltitm Writer
AliageTaqi
Fea/Ure,o; Ediwr

on the II th lloor of the 624 S.
Michi gan Ave. bui ldi ng.
Come and Iis ten to the panel
discussion from I 0:30 a.m. to
I I :30 a.m. and then mingle at
the networking reception from
I I :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The
event is sponsored by the
Career
Pla nn ing
and
Placement Office in cooperati on with the Broadcast
Journalism and Radio and
Television
Departme nts.
Please R.S.V.P. at ext. 5280.
Great day To Belong: On
25.,
Student
Oct.
Organization's Day will be in
full force. This day provides
students with the opportunity
to search for a group to belong
to. Student
Life
and
D evelopment's social
event wi II run
from 10:00
a.m. to 3:00
p.m. in the
H o k i n
Ann ex.
Discover a
group which
Dr. White shares
your
interests.
Promotions: Dr. Woodie T.
White was recently appointed
vice-president of College
Relations and Development.
Dr. White joined Columbia's
development office in 1993.

Contact me at ext. 5432 for
news about events.

"Durbar," the grand procession of King, QueenMother and
counci l of elders at DanceAfrica
on Friday Oct. 6, reminded me of
a chapter I read in the book,
''Things Fall Apart," by Chinua
Achebe. In his book, Achebe
documents how an entire village
· came together for ceremonial
events such as the arrival of a
new born baby or a marriage
between two families. Achebe
also described how the village
demonstrated its loyalty toward
the chief as father of the community.
To watch an entire community gather together to enjoy a day
of cultural celebration is such a
wonderful feeling.
Hosted
by
Columbia
College's Dance Center for the
fourth
consecutive
year,
DanceAfrica is such a celebration ; it's a showcase of African
dance performed by da nce
groups from America and West
Africa.
The best pan of this production for me was witnessing the garments.
or should I refer to
them as costumes? The
head pieces worn by
the drummers in the "
Agbekor" reminds me
of the head piece that
Napoleon
donned ,
proving that the French
didn't stan all fashion
trends.
Dancers should all be thin who says? Well, there was a
beautiful sister who could move
her body better than any woman
and she must have weighed well
over 200 pounds. Seeirlg a large
women who is also ' beautiful,
performing with a professional
dance company, tells me that

Ghana Dance Ensemble was one of several performances at
DanceAfrica/ Chicago 1995, which was presented by the dance
center of Columbia College
dancing is all about movement cheered for. more.
Sundance Production, a West
and formation.
Philadelphia choreographer African group, performed dance
Rennie Harris's dance piece movements from the 13th and
"Students of the Asphalt Jungle" 14th Century African Empire.
began with the dancers on one Sundance brought the audience
knee, with bowed heads. Then to the edges of their seats by drathey were surrounded by women matizing the birth of a baby. The
who prayed over them. Men company even used a real baby.
drums
The Sundance performers,
holding
touched
their children who jumped and rolled
instruments to each to the rhythm without missing a
dancer 's, back sig- beat, seemed as if they were
naling them to rise. miniature adults. The youngest
The
performers performer was about sevenbegan to combine years-old' and the oldest was
break-dancing, hip- about fifteen.
hop, house music
As the audience's energy conand jazz. The piece tinued, Djoul's African dance
displayed an affir- celebration simulated a ceremony
mation of African-American her- which is performed after a
itage, which Harris believes is "cleansing" ritual has taken
handed down through spirit and place.
DanceAfrica is a windo}V to
instinct.
Harris' solo seemed to be an Africa. for many Americans who
adaptation of the moon walk haven' t had the opportunity to
combined with a touch of modem visit the country. I recommend
j azz dance. Once Harris and his that you attend next year.'s progroup, Puremovement, were tin- duction and experience it first
ish performing, the c rowd hand.
by

CERTAIN CONFUSION

Brian Caltapan

iEALLY~.. :I'I> LIKE
fo BE ABLE To UP/Dt:RSiAND THE JIU·

M~N

FEMALE FOR A

DA'f:

Face Value

Bv Laura Stoecker

.

----------------------

What's the strangest pick-up line you've ever heard'?

Katie Gatz
Management
Freshman
Are you a star? Well
then who stole the stars
out of the sky and pu t
them in your eyes.

Adam Mikos
Photography
Junior
Baby, I'd dri nk a
whole tub full of your
bath water.

Laura Jansen
Fiction Writing
Grad Student
I bet I can tell your
zip code.

Yolanda Anderson
Education
Senior

Reynonda Mcfarland
Undeclared
Senior

Linda McDonald
Photography
Junior

I sell real estate. Are
you interested in purchasing a house?. l}qfore
I could answer he said,
"here's my number, give
me a call tonight."

You look so good you
remind me of my first
wif~ and I've never been
married .

Do yourself a favo
and give me a call.

